She was brought home for the last time. Some men-undertakers, family, and neighbors-carried her body up the steep, narrow stairs. The stairs take a sharp bend, making it all that more difficult to negotiate. Placing her body in her own bed, the undertaker placed blocks of dry ice all around her body. She stayed there for a couple of days. We ate with her, watched over her, and talked about and with her.
The family is poor, so we had to wait until an economy-class crematorium was available. This was confirmed a few days later when we arrived at the crematorium. It looked like an airport, a big spacious lobby with what looked like check-in counters. What you checked in was your loved one's body. There were multiple cremations taking place all at the same time. After checking in your loved one's body, you took an escalator upstairs and waited in a lobby where you ate snacks, drank beer, and just waited. It was all very industrious, cold, but very efficient and befitting the family class.
What this afforded us, that perhaps those with more financial means could not, was time with Miki. Because we had to wait, we had her close to us before she was efficiently reduced to bones and ash. Our contact with the body was fairly intimate and prolonged, as I know was yours. Is this morbid?
Angela:
What is it about us that leads us to call people "bodies" once "life" (breathing) has ceased? "Body" is not the name his mother bestowed on him, nor I. Why do you not call him my lover or partner? His name is Andrew; a Figure 1 name when called falls silent. But what is a name anyway? To answer your question, I did not find contact and touch with Andrew, once he had finally died, morbid. Neither did Andrew's family or mine, well except for his father, but he really was not "family," and he never saw Andrew after he died. They had not had contact for almost twelve months by the time Andrew's death approached. After hearing that Andrew was unconscious, he came to the house. We were sitting around him, holding his hand, touching his face, and talking to him, even kissing him. Horrified by what he saw, he lashed out at us. He called us "voyeurs" and "morbid." In death, as in life, Andrew was again estranged from his father. I did not feel my actions, or those of others, to be "voyeuristic" or "morbid." What did photographing Aki's grandmother allow you to witness? Like you, I photographed the dead, but why did you?
Aaron: She is dead, but she is not yet (see Figure 2) . She is sleeping. She has no name. The family is busy raising funds to pay the monk. It is the monk who gives names. Once the monk is paid, then she passes. Again, there might have been some benefit in not having the financial means because once the monk is paid, he gives her a new name; a name unfamiliar to us. For days-although she was no longer alive-she remained Miki. It is the monk's name that certifies the absence of the subject. The toba (wooden plaque) is empty here and that means for the time being, that she is still Miki. This photograph captures an abject state, Miki is in between the world of the living and the world of the Figure 2 dead, reminiscent of the photograph's melancholy logic: mourning without an object. This is a photograph of absence and presence; it is a photograph of pleasurable denial because she is still with us. But I have not answered the question, I resist. I touched the body did you?
Angela: Does your question imply contagion? I touched the body as the body touched me. As night fell, I prepared for rest. I had a ritual. As I went to my bed to sleep, where Andrew lay unconscious, the nurse who was scheduled to monitor him would leave. The nurse's leaving provided me with private time to intimately negotiate my relationship with Andrew. I slept hugged into him, with my arm over his chest that was made much higher by lipodystrophy (a side effect of the antiretroviral drugs for HIV-positive people), which bloated and hardened his stomach, my feet intertwined with his. The nurse would enter again, respectful of my presence, still monitoring Andrew. Was the nurse monitoring something else? HIV? Death? The nurse belongs to science, which monitors and negotiates the impurity of the body. I never slept long enough to be either refreshed or contaminated.
Here, Andrew has been lying unconscious for several days (see Figure 3 ). I can feel his face, feel the warmth of his skin and the oils that his skin perspires. But more than that, I can smell him still. As I see this photo, I recall that moment, flooded with images and sensations. I can smell and taste him with my entire being: "I recognize, with my whole body" (Barthes, 1981, p. 45) . As his temperature rose, I knew death was imminent. Fluids withheld, his lips were dry. I smoothed his favorite strawberry lip balm onto them in an attempt to ease his discomfort, or was it mine? I moisten my lips today with the same jar of lip balm. I wear it, still in hope, to ease my pain of never touching and feeling Andrew in the same way again. This is the photograph that touches me. Which photograph do you notice, what is it that it says to you?
Aaron: I have bored you. The photographs touch me when I find a "detail"; it is unlikely to interest you; they would not speak to you. To reveal these "details" is to "give myself up." I would prefer to discuss the photographs that interest you. If I must give something, here is a photograph days before she died (see Figure 4) ; I am shocked by the already catastrophic. To be honest, I am filled with some joy that we were there (Aki and I were only in Tokyo for a holiday); she always said that she was waiting for us: Waiting to die? But here the figure of death looms in many forms: that ephemeral image frozen, tied to the logic of images that dissolve, this phantom, death stares from the television.
Almost everything was circumscribed-the food that was left for her, the incense that must be burned the whole time prior to her cremationeverything was ordered. But there was also some confusion. The family would ask the undertaker, or others who had some prior experience, what had to be done next. A friend told us, "Watch carefully, you will have to do this some day for your parents." I doubt that I caught all the nuances of the vigil.
Figure 3
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In times like these, it is not clear if the overwhelming amount of information is in itself overwhelming or some sort of diversionary tactic to keep our minds off the realities of the event. To be frank, I could not be bothered by the nuances of the vigil; I was too focused on other things. Is Aki doing all right? I know the vigils are important, but most of it was a blur. And what about you, what sorts of vigils were held?
Angela: Family and friends gathered at The Bridge. No. They assembled in the "body's" room, where he lay motionless, where every breath was monitored. Body. Viewing the unconscious body-Andrew-allowed his mourners to say whatever it is you say to a body that is waiting to die. After the vigil in his room, we ascended to the chapel where we mourned the death, Andrew was no longer, he was dead, there was no life, and Andrew was no longer confined to the body. Like Barthes, there are moments when I detest photographs; this is a photograph that I detest (see Figure 5 ).
Andrew's body was marked for death before mine. There is no preparation course to deal with death, just as there is none for life. People went back to their worlds. This leads me to the private; no photos here. Each day I yearn for him and quietly hold a vigil. I wear our wedding rings of what was meant to be-a future never reached. I remember. I do not forget. I know I never will, or at least I resist forgetting. As Nietzsche (1967) said, "If something is to stay in the memory it must be burned in: only that which never ceases to hurt stays in the memory" (p. 61). That's where the private and public vigils convergephotography and Positive Lives: A Positive Response to HIV-(re)memorializing my beloved.
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Positive Lives is a traveling global photo documentary that depicts the lives of people living with HIV/AIDS and those who love and care for them. What were once personal memories are now shared, now "entangled" with the cultural memory and history of AIDS (Sturken, 1997) .
When I returned to university after a short leave of absence following Andrew's death, I noticed people were awkward around me. It seemed that they did not know how to communicate with me. Later that day, as I stood waiting to see a staff member, I saw Aaron, an international student who had come to the department six months earlier. I had found something interesting about Aaron. Maybe it was a similarity to Andrew. I'm not sure; I really did not know him. Aaron spoke to me in a way that the others did not (Or was it could not?). Aaron told me at that moment that his wife's grandmother had died while they were in Japan for the Christmas break. This marked the beginning of our relationship. Aaron invited me for coffee. Over coffee, I shared with Aaron my involvement in Positive Lives. I recommended he see it because one of the few things I knew of him was his appreciation of art. Grief had taken all of my energy, and although still "functioning," I felt dead. Aaron's viewing of the exhibition meant I did not have to narrate my story, although it also meant I relinquished control over it.
On discovering our mutual experiences of death, touching the breathless bodies of "our" beloved and photographing them, we began to embark on the
Figure 5
Copyright Jack Picone, Network Photographers very adventure that Barthes (1981) referred to when he wrote that a photograph animates the observer. Following the deaths of our loved ones, our adventure began with Positive Lives. It is an exhibition that "raises awareness amongst opinion leaders, policy makers and the public. It inspires action and challenges the fear, prejudice and misunderstandings surrounding AIDS" (Positive Lives, 2002), putting both positive and human faces to the statistics of those infected with and affected by HIV/AIDS. Where the AIDS Quilt and Candlelight Memorial are "locations of the dead" (Sturken, 1997) , Positive Lives acts as a location of the living, although death is present and inevitable according to Barthes with "the return of the dead" (p. 9) in every photograph.
Documenting the lives of people living with HIV/AIDS has been a contentious issue because of the pandemic nature of the disease and because of the vast cultural meanings that have settled around and within this global emergency. A group of activists from ACT UP (AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power) in the United States distributed flyers in response to the first high-profile exhibition of photographs of HIV-infected people by Nixon in 1988. The activists were outraged by the images presented and the meanings that they implied. According to Crimp (1992) In response to such protests of the people living with HIV/AIDS image, Watney (1990) argued, It is understandable that AIDS activists are outraged by the relentless fatalism and negativity of most images of people living with AIDS, but we should not be tempted simply to duplicate the disavowal of the mass media with our own forms of denial. For it would be profoundly misleading to imagine that totally "positive" images are ultimately more truthful or representative of AIDS than the most morbid excesses of photojournalism and documentaries. (p. 185) I recall a remark penned in the visitors' book at the exhibition in Sydney in 1999: "There needs to be more positive images." I wondered what constitutes a "positive" image of living with HIV/AIDS? To me, the images were positive. In being positive, they did not, and do not, fall prey to the denial that Watney (1990) warned of because they show death and illness at the same time that they portray other images of laughter, love, sexual desire, family, community, and care. The images captured and presented in Positive Lives are positive, in both living and dying. They are positive because they show "images about living with HIV to the best of ones ability despite the medical, social, cultural, political and religious contexts in which an individual lives that response" (Kelly, 1999, p. 25) . It is important to note that there is no narrow profile of people living with HIV/AIDS, those that care and support them, and what it is and who it is that constitutes a "positive" life (see Figure 6 ). The exhibition itself is a positive response to HIV. When discussing the Names Projects AIDS Memorial Quilt, Sturken (1997) stated that "it constructs a collective cultural memory that is fractured, multifarious, and is diverse" (p. 218). The same can be said of Positive Lives.
Aaron: Angela encouraged me to view Positive Lives because she knew that I had a love for art and photography. Our mutual experiences only made it all that more poignant (as did the knowledge that we both photographed "our" dead). We had, and continue to have, a very different relationship to the exhibition. I was touched, but unprepared to reveal myself, to give myself up, unprepared to identify what pricked me. Angela's interaction with Positive Lives, of course, was significantly more intimate: After all, she was both the subject (a positive life) and an object of the photographs (the shadowed face accompanying her partner, Andrew). Talking to Angela on the telephone about the exhibition, she said, "This might sound strange, but I could smell him." I thought to myself, in fact I might have even said it, "There was absolutely nothing strange about it." The sensation of smell had Barthes's (1981) "punctum" written all over it, this profound and intensely private detail (detail matters); I could smell nothing unusual, there was no distinct scent in the gallery. Yet I had no doubt that she had experienced that scent and there was nothing strange about it. The punctum is an emotional charge carried by the unconscious-"that accident which pricks me (but also bruises me, is poignant to me)" (Barthes, 1981, p. 27) . In recognizing her punctum-and exploring it with her-I continued to protect myself: concealing my investment. Although I could identify Angela's punctum, I still could not reveal my own. I could project it, but stubbornly refused to recognize it.
On a blustery Saturday at my apartment, Angela and I poured over a bounty of photographs. Some were personal snapshots and others were from Positive Lives. I knew I would have to give myself up, but my attention to Angela's experience offered no reason to reveal my own investment. Looking at the photographs, I gradually gave myself up: I animate the photograph and it me. Confronted with Positive Lives, a memorial and a project to preserve the memory of those who have lived and died with HIV/AIDS, I see my own investment, I see my own project. We no longer had only a mutual experience; we also had a mutual investment: memory and memorializing.
Angela: Remembering is personal, as much as it is political. I have always valued projects and events that memorialized those who had died. Eighteen months after Andrew's death, I traveled with his mother to Yad Vashem, the Holocaust Memorial in Jerusalem, Israel. In particular, I found myself at the memorial to children who perished in the Holocaust; it was a darkened cave in the earth, symbolic of the unnamed graves where these children now rest. Five photographs of now dead children featured in the center of the "burial site." Candles gave their faces light. A voice recording reading the names and ages of children who died in this way provided me with soothing comfort that they will not be forgotten. To remember is crucial. To remember those we never knew is of the essence. As the Polish poet Zbignev Herbert (1987) stated, "We are despite everything the guardians of our brothers, ignorance about those who have disappeared undermines the reality of the world" (p. 67). Now I wear my AIDS ribbon with the Yad Vashem badge, which when translated from Hebrew means "remember," in the center. However, in remembering there is that which is forgotten: "Memory and forgetting are co-constructive; each is essential to the other's existence" (Sturken, 1997, p. 2) .
Before Positive Lives, Andrew and I were committed to the photographic process. Andrew had AIDS dementia. Remembering was problematic; forgetting was frightening. Andrew's "memory" of his life and our relationship was confined to the immediate moment and hazy reconstructions of the past. As the dementia progressed and did "battle" with his mind, photography became a way we could attempt to reconstruct his life for him. Contrary to what Barthes (1981) said of memory and photography-"Not only is the Photograph never, in essence, a memory . . . but it actually blocks memory, quickly becomes a counter memory" (p. 91)-for Andrew the photograph became his principal chance of memory. Maybe it is technically a counter memory, but what if this is your only memory? Jack Picone, a photographer with the project, requested Andrew, his family, and my involvement. Initially my involvement was simple, as was my interest, and the contribution Andrew could make: giving voice and a face to AIDS dementia. It was also about documenting differences in relation to age, sexuality, and mode of HIV infection: Andrew had hemophilia and was infected with HIV at the age of eleven and diagnosed at the age of fourteen. Picone finished photographing Andrew on December 19, 1998, the evening of his twenty-eighth birthday.
My attachment to Positive Lives changed over the summer of 1998/1999 with but a few words. It was at a case management meeting two days before Christmas that I realized just how soon Andrew was marked for death. I commented, rather flippantly, that it was difficult to purchase a large digital wall clock for Andrew as a Christmas gift because he was no longer able to read a traditional clock. This meant more to Andrew's psychiatrist than it did to me. This newest deficit indicated that Andrew's cortical brain was now involved. Andrew's psychiatrist delivered a phrase that still echoes with me today: "Angie, Andrew is dying, he will be dead in four to six weeks."
Andrew was unconscious in less than three weeks, dead in less than four. I phoned the photographer to let him know of the imminent death of the "subject." He visited, and I took a snapshot that haunts me, but there are cases where the photograph "leaves me so indifferent that I do not bother to see it as 'an image'" (Barthes, 1981, p. 19 ) (see Figure 7) . He documented Andrew's dying, capturing the four hourly routines of bathing Andrew and giving him his medications (see Figure 8) .
Suddenly, Positive Lives was going to (re)memorialize my beloved: an endeavor shared with Barthes. Different images wound me in unique ways, ways that I am not always sure of. Some of the images repulse me, whereas others move and animate me. The image that speaks to me most is the least likely to speak to others. Why? The answer is in the sense of smell.
The smell of this image is what animates me (see Figure 3) , not the image of intimacy and closeness-quite the opposite-I am denied that closeness because the sheets were washed. Andrew died in those sheets. We spent time together, quiet moments where I touched him, smelt him, hugged him, and kissed him in an effort to say good-bye (see Figure 9 ). We then bathed and dressed him. What I learned is that you can never finish saying good-bye because it is an ongoing process. There has been no point of having "moved on."
The funeral director came and zipped my beloved, to him a body with no smell, into a bag. Separation. Where was I to now find the smell? On entering the room, our bed was beautifully made with a single red rose on the pillows-it was meant to be inviting for me to return to bed and sleep, some seven hours after Andrew had died in it. Instead, it distressed me. "Where are
Figure 7
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Copyright Jack Picone, Network Photographers the sheets?" I asked. The reply wounded as much as the smell. "They are in the washing machine," said the nurse. Wet. Being washed. No more smell. They have never returned to my bed. I was separated from the sheets, from his smell. This photo preserves that smell. The scent is the private detail. That wound, that lacerating absence is my punctum.
Aaron: Our experiences were profoundly different; so too was that emotional charge that sparked across the psychic chasm. Fascination in Angela's response quickly became an avenue of defense. Projection itself is always a defense against exterior stimuli. I recognized my own interest was also coupled by a stinging sensation because the subject of Positive Lives is death. Photography always embodies this; it is "a catastrophe which has already occurred. Whether or not the subject is already dead, every photograph is this catastrophe" (Barthes, 1981, p. 96) .
Angela: Late the night before this photo was taken, Andrew had phoned me (see Figure 10) . He was angry. He hated Chrissy. 4 How could she die and leave him to face the ravages of dementia by himself? He was no longer going to have his best comrade, a fellow HIV-positive person. Andrew decided that he did not want to view her. How could I object? Why would he want to view his own future? The next morning, Andrew's mood shifted, he had no memory of not wanting to see Chrissy's body. In fact, Andrew was struggling to remember Chrissy had died-dementia does that.
Figure 9
A cruelty of dementia is that even catastrophes can be forgotten-primarily personal, but also global. HIV is both. It also meant that Andrew forgot moments of joy and great happiness. Positive Lives attempts to "focus on the human stories of people at the heart of the epidemic" (Partridge, 1999, p. 3) and to evoke memory so as not to forget them and their stories. It is an attempt to publicly acknowledge the catastrophe of HIV that many individuals and governments do not want to address. The photographs in this exhibition are at once a private and artistic act between subject and photographer, which becomes a political vehicle when displayed. Through this act, the photographs take on a further process than that of reproducing what has been; they produce cultural meanings of deeply personal and historical realities. This is seen here in the image of Andrew wearing the 1997 World AIDS Day T-shirt with the year's theme, "Children Living in a World with AIDS" (see Figure  11 ). I do not see a man wearing AIDS "kitsch" or commodities that weaken the fight against the virus; I see a political act, a personal statement from an adult living with HIV who was once a child of and in the epidemic: a symbol of hope and defiance.
5
Like those with dementia who often digress, I too will digress for a moment.
At the Candlelight Memorial we attended just a month before his death, Andrew and I bore witness to those we knew and those we know only by reading their names. "The extraordinary thing is that the lives of the dead
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Copyright Jack Picone, Network Photographers continue to provide inspiration for the renewal of hope" (Daniel, 1995, p. 205) . Here Andrew's face shows the very catastrophe of HIV (see Figure 12) .
Seeing the name "Chrissy Napier" on the tablets bearing the names of those who had died with an AIDS-related condition meant that the world would not forget her death, even if Andrew did. This is the catastrophe of dementia-to forget is possible, it is inevitable, especially those living with HIV who develop dementia, a feared and little discussed AIDS-related condition. 6 At that moment, Andrew was confronted with the reality of her death, and ultimately his. The year before, I had attended with Chrissy and Andrew. Now it was only Andrew and me. The following year it was me. My face is shadowed, my mourning private, not yet expressible-Andrew was alive, and he needed me to keep hope alive too, even if he could not (there is also a politics of representation-I am shadowed as a consequence of my gendered and serostatus position).
Aaron: I do not think that there is any punctum here for me (see Figure 12 ). My response falls in the realm of Barthes's "studium": an image that is easily read, maybe, because it is culturally coded. "The order of liking, not loving" defines the studium (Barthes, 1981, p. 27) . The punctum has no code per se; it is guided by the logic of the unconscious. The grief on Andrew's face registers clearly. Angela's form implies a certain lament as well, tilted head, the warm tenderness. She holds him, as if the tablets of death threaten to envelope him. The names they read together signify death; she knows that some day "Andrew Knox" will be among those names. This I suppose is predestined. Consolation to some degree lies in memory that loved ones might die but our memories of them will not, although they will alter and take on new forms. Reflecting on Positive Lives, then, the desire to locate a faultless memory resonates with me.
Frustration and angst meet our attempts to preserve memory. The blacks dissolve into a formless mass. It gives us this bodiless head that is suspended, captivated by the lists of the dead. It is his shoes that anchor him, that make him discernible at all. His head, the sight of memory, does not dissolve as easily as his body. The tablets glow, but for how long? We invest our trust that the photograph will somehow preserve a crystalline memory. A body might dissolve, but a memory infinitely sustained; a memory that is perfectly suspended like this disembodied head. Barthes (1981) brought us this comfort, that photograph is equated to an insoluble memory, but then took it away. Photography is "never, in essence, a memory," and as we have already said, photography "actually blocks memory" and "quickly becomes a counter memory." It is for this reason Barthes suggested that "the Photograph is violent: not because it shows violent things, but because on each occasion it fills the sight by force, and because [and here lies a paradox] in it nothing can be refused or transformed" (p. 91). At the apex of this paradox, it becomes apparent that memory is a transient thing, imperfect and completely fallible. However, this is not to say that it is entirely counter to the affirmative characteristics we commonly attribute to memory, because it permits the richness of overdetermined values to infiltrate every corner of our psychic universe. But in the photograph, and dementia, the fragility of memory is palpable.
Angela: I picked Andrew up to go and view Chrissy. Andrew's memory made mourning difficult. If you do not remember someone is dead, how do you process the emotions you are experiencing when you cannot remember the stimulus. Chrissy is dead (see Figure 10) . Andrew is leaning toward her body, a position that announces his imminent death-two months and one day after hers. Both have light on their faces. Andrew's mother and I are shadowed, the unseen, affected individuals of the epidemic. Douglas is disconnected.
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His body is further away. He is neither touching Andrew nor Chrissy. Yet he pricks me. The composition of Douglas, Andrew, and Chrissy in relation to each other reminds me of a domino effect-Douglas too will be connected to Andrew and Chrissy when he is no longer living with HIV. What pricks me is the "anterior future of which death is the stake . . . the photograph tells me death in the future" (Barthes, 1981, p. 96) . The bruise of this image is the knowledge that both Andrew and Chrissy are now dead, and I wonder how long until Douglas will become the body memorialized. When Douglas is dead, Carole and I will be the only surviving people in this image to attest that what people see is real. This event occurred and I can testify to it, the global and personal catastrophe of HIV/AIDS in this photograph was real. Again we return to photography as a way to memorialize those we have loved and lost because photography does not forget. It is for this reason that we invest in the photographic process. The metonym permits us to invest our trust and our memories. With these photographs I can be sure that it really happened to me.
Aaron: Barthes (1981) said that he goes to a photographic exhibition as a police officer might investigate a crime "to learn at last what I no longer knew about myself" (p. 85). Did I go to Positive Lives for the same reason? Well certainly not with that conscious intent. Did it have to be these photographs to provoke an emotive response? No. But there is an extra dimension here. I brought the knowledge of Andrew's particular affliction. Relating to those who suffer the symptoms of dementia-even if mediated through the photograph-confronts us (or is it just me?) with a terrifying thought: We too might forget. Even against our most sincere vigilance, we too might forget something. Insignificant details possibly, but nevertheless it presents us with the genuine horror: To forget is possible and it is inevitable. To think that a loved one could fade in our memory, even just a little, for most, is an unbearable idea. The symptoms that Andrew endured-the qualities that I reject in myself-are projections of my own anxieties. Even before I encounter something precious, something that I should not forget, I have already forgotten.
Angela: Although we acknowledged the reflexive project for myself in applying Barthes's (1981) Camera Lucida to Positive Lives, neither Aaron nor myself foresaw Aaron's own project of reflexivity, which when working with Camera Lucida was unavoidable. After all, Barthes's entire reflection on photography is a project of such reflexivity. Being reflexive enabled the two of us to explore the very adventure Barthes alluded to when he stated, Suddenly a specific photograph reaches me; it animates me, and I animate it. So that is how I must name the attraction that makes it exist: an animation. The photograph itself is in no way animated, . . . but it animates me: this is what creates every adventure. (p. 20)
Here we found that our seemingly incongruous projects converged in relation to issues pertaining to memory and personal and global catastrophes, highlighting our investments in photography. With the photograph, we assure ourselves because we know, through an "experiential order of proof," that this has been, "I can attest that what I see has indeed existed" (Barthes, 1981, p. 82) .
As the final afternoon of working on the article approached and Aaron and I packed up the photographs that had been sprawled across his coffee table and carpet, a lump developed in my throat. I sat there for a moment trying to dam the tears that were forming. I was struck by an understanding of the grief that Barthes (1981) wrote of. In searching for his dead mother in photographs, beginning with the most recent photograph before her death, Barthes worked backwards three quarters of a century to an image of his mother as a child. Having explored her life in this way, he concluded, "Of course I was then losing her twice over" (Barthes, 1981, p. 71) . I felt I lost Andrew a second time when the exhibition in Sydney, where I lived, closed after six weeks. I cried and my body responded as if I had experienced his death for the first time. In packing up the photos, I questioned were my bodily responses telling me I was losing Andrew again? How many times will I feel this? Some time later, I read a book titled Life Lessons by Kübler-Ross and Kessler (2000) ; I was struck by the authors' words: "We eventually lose everything we have, yet what ultimately matters can never be lost" (p. 75). Kübler-Ross and Kessler continued to say that the purpose of loss is this:
It unifies us. It helps deepen our understandings of each other. It connects us to each other in a way that no other lesson of life can. When we are joined in the experience of loss, we care for one another and experience one another in new and profound ways. (p. 83) I am resolved that Andrew is dead, and that his images continue to act as reminders of love in the face of death and of the catastrophic. I feel united with those in the images of Positive Lives. I feel united with those of the epidemic who remain faceless, those who attended and continue to attend the exhibi-tion, and those who bore witness to our loss (and theirs). I also feel united with Aaron because of our shared experience of loss.
This article has deliberately focused more on the life and death of Andrew than on Miki; after all, the focus is Positive Lives. Having said that, the journey Figure 13 the time of your life." It was fitting that his mother and I chose to have this song played as Andrew's coffin was carried from the chapel.
8. I use my friend Douglas's first name here with his permission. He is alive and doing extremely well!
